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Frequently Asked Questions

Why should I use a personal vaporizer?

Personal Vaporizers (PVs) are the newest smoking alternative to hit the market and are gradually taking
 over the country. PVs offer the same sensation as a regular cigarette without all the poisons and tar. PVs
 are also, over time, much less expensive than smoking normally. And aside from personal benefits, PVs
 do not produce any second-hand smoke as the vapor it creates is odorless - the vapor is a water-based
 mist. Current medical opinion is that e-cigarette use is less harmful than smoking. E-cigarettes do not
 contain any tobacco, and there is no combustion or ignition. There is no second-hand smoke.

Is it prohibited indoors?

An e-cigarette has no tobacco, no ignition, no combustion and no smoke - so it is not covered by any
 smoking legislation. An ecig can be legally used in a no-smoking area. However: any property owner, or
 local authority, or transport provider can prohibit ecig use on their own property or vehicles. You may
 need to check first.

How do PVs work? What is vapor?

PVs are a non-flammable product that use a small rechargeable battery, an atomizing heater coil, a
 replaceable cartridge containing water, propylene glycol, and tobacco or other flavors, and a mouthpiece.
 Active tobacco alkaloid is optional. Instead of inhaling smoke from a cigarette, you will simply inhale a
 puff from your PV. This action provides you with the same sensation a traditional smoker gets. PVs will
 satisfy your cravings and the process actually releases a mist to simulate smoke.

Do PVs taste the same as my cigarette?

One of the best things about PVs is that they come in multiple flavors! At Nhaler, we offer several tobacco
 flavors as well as a huge assortment you would never be able to try otherwise! From grape to rootbeer
 float, the choices are endless when it comes to Nhaler Eliquids! But if you're looking solely for an
 authentic tobacco taste, it all comes down to personal preference, and we have a range of tobaccos to
 try.

Are PVs hard to use?

When you purchase an Nhaler product, you can rest assured you will receive everything you need to get
 started, along with links to videos explaining exactly how to use your new PV. Your PV will normally come
 in two or three pieces depending on the model you buy. The long tube is the battery, and it mimics the
 look of the end of a cigarette. The second piece is the cartomizer, which looks like the filter, and simply
 screws into the battery. The cartomizer is the section that holds the flavored liquid. It doesn't take long to
 get the hang of it - you'll be vaping successfully in a few minutes. After a day or two you'll be an old hand.
 After a week you'll be trying to convert family and friends - we all did that when we found a whole new
 lifestyle!

Do PVs look any different than a regular cigarette?
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